The PQI Summit 2018 was attended by over 400 people, including over 60 presenters. Among these attendees were physicians, healthcare administrators and leaders, allied health professionals, patient partners, and PQI regional staff. Our varied and motivated group of presenters and panelists provided in-depth insight, as well as practical tools and methods.

**OVERALL FEEDBACK**

The weighted average satisfaction for attendees who filled out the evaluation form:

- **89%** The event was a good use of my time
- **89%** I learned new ideas or concepts
- **89%** The content enhanced my knowledge
- **85%** I will be able to apply the knowledge gained to my role
- **85%** I feel there were enough opportunities to interact with other participants
- **90%** CELEBRATE the collective PQI activities over the past three years
- **86%** CREATE and strengthen opportunities for collaboration and connection
- **83%** ACTIVATE ideas through hands-on learning opportunities, deepening skills, and sharing lessons learned
- **90%** INSPIRE action and commitment to accelerate PQI across the province
- **98%** Day 1: Keynote Dr. Don Berwick
- **73%** Day 1: Panel Discussion
- **82%** Day 2: Keynote Dr. John O’Horo
Results for the breakout sessions were also really positive, with sessions receiving an average of 87% for satisfaction.

OVERALL THEMES

What people liked about the event:

- Attendees found the knowledge they learnt at the PQI Summit could be applied to their role/work.
- There were opportunities to exchange ideas and network.
- Attendees were inspired by the presentations and the work already happening in PQI.
- The event was very well organized, with positive comments on the content, planning, venue and event support staff.
- Don Berwick’s presentation was inspiring and excited attendees.
- The storyboards were a great resource, showcasing the PQI work accomplished across the province in the last three years.
- The PQI Summit has prompted the need for future collaboration between health authorities and physicians.

What could have been better:

- In future events, more time should be scheduled for discussion or workshop style learning sessions.
- There were some Audio Visual issues during the presentations.

“I FEEL INSPIRED TO LEAD FURTHER QI INITIATIVES IN MY SETTING”

“I HAVE LEARNED A LOT IN THE FLOW DISCUSSIONS, AND HAVE MORE IDEAS ON HOW TO ENGAGE PHYSICIANS AND COLLABORATE TOGETHER”

“EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY TO SEE WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE PROVINCE AND EXCHANGE IDEAS AND NETWORK”

“LOOKING FORWARD TO GROWING THE MOMENTUM - I HAVE MANY IDEAS THAT HAVE BEEN ACTIVATED/INSPIRED”

For more detailed evaluation feedback please email: sscbc@doctorsofbc.ca